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This portfolio provides a window
into Andrew’s creative approach and
illustrates how his creativity and
bold thinking breathes fresh life into
businesses. As a multidisciplinary
designer, Andrew aims to find new and
compelling ways to translate brands into
powerful customer experiences.

COLLABORATIONS

ABOUT

Andrew Chong is an Australia-based, award-winning and multidisciplinary
designer working across experience design, environmental design, graphic
design, branding strategy, digital and multimedia design and product
development. With a decade of experience in corporate identity and
designing luxury brands, Andrew creates agile and iconic brand personalities,
identities and designs that thrive across diverse global marketplaces.
Designing innovative 3-Dimensional and 2-Dimensional design solutions, he

01

04

creates brand strategies, architecture, packaging identity systems and digital
experiences for emerging, national and global enterprises.
Andrew began his career with Sacha and Tan Architects in

Fluent in English, Mandarin and Cantonese, Andrew is a graduate from

Kuala Lumpur, where he specialised in architectural detail, CAD

Brunel University London and holds a MA in Design and Branding Strategy

and 3D design. Andrew worked as an independent design

and a BA in Interior Architecture and Design from Nottingham Trent University

consultant on product and experience design projects for Cîroc,

(Distinction). Andrew was awarded a highly competitive Tier-1 U.K. Graduate

Ketel One Vodka, Smirnoff, Johnny Walker Gold Label, Don

Entrepreneur Visa to start and run his own E-commerce design business.

Julio Tequila, Remy Martin and Gordon’s Gin. While starting up
his design business in London, Andrew simultaneously joined
Shaun Clarkson’s (SCID) team as a Senior Designer where he
collaborated to execute the global brand identity of Pernod
Ricard’s Absolut, Chivas, Perrier Jouët and Pernod Absinthe
brands. He also led the design of a bespoke furniture and
home décor Christmas Collection for Selfridges with Pitfield
London. In 2015, Andrew become a Senior Designer for Fitch
02

Rapid prototyping /
3D modeling and printing /
CAD design

Retail design/
Commercial interiors /
Spatial planning /

Sustainable design /
Green / Environmentallyfriendly design

03

Singapore (WPP) where he worked on commercial retail design
with a focus on omni-channel retailing. With a diverse set of
experiences, Andrew has worked across a wide range of
industries with clients including Visa, Pernod Ricard, Citibank,
and Selfridges. After relocating to Australia, Andrew joined Myer
as a Concept Design Manager responsible for creating unique
design concepts, and managing and delivering a world-class

Mobile /
Internet marketing

e-Commerce /
Entrepreneurship and
startups

retail experience into 64 stores across Australia.

Interior /
Product and Furniture design

As a globally-minded designer with a pro bono ethos, Andrew
provides design solutions and services for several non-profit
organisations including Violence Prevention Australia, Topsy
UK, Bridges Across Borders South East Asia Community

User experience design /
Interface design /
Omni-channel experience

Corporate branding /
Personal branding /
Self-promotion design

Design production /
Design management /
Design manufacture

01

Water bottle design for Replenish, Indonesia

Legal Education Initiative (BABSEACLE) Thailand, It’s Humanity

02

Trolley artist impression for Absolut Elyx, London

Foundation Bangladesh, Playful- pedagogy.org and South

03

Elevation drawing, drawn with AutoCAD

Australia’s Department for Education and Child Development.

and rendered in Adobe Photoshop,
04

Lighting design for Absolut Elyx, Sweden

PROFESSIONAL
EXPERIENCE

Landor & Fitch, Singapore

SENIOR DESIGNER

Coles Supermarkets, Melbourne

DESIGN & STANDARDS
MANAGER
February 2020- Current

Andrew’s role as a Design and Standards Manager is to create functional and
seamless design formats to enhance consumers’ shopping experiences at Coles
Express. He works with different stakeholders to ensure new products, displays,
and physical touchpoints are implemented through industry best practices. He
also works closely with internal and external stakeholders to conceptualise and
create innovative convenience store fit-outs that satisfy customers’ needs and
desires. Andrew has successfully identified customers’ pain points to transform
elements of Coles Express’ market appearance. This has generated increased
revenue across 761 stores nationwide and provided customers with a personalised
shopping experience.
Key achievements: Successfully implemented Coles Express’ ‘Urban Coffee
Culture’ and Coffee Destination project; Co-led Implementation of energy saving
projects in-line with Coles’ corporate sustainable strategy; Co-designed and
project managed store uplifting construction work in over 150 stores in Australia
that achieved 6.8% shop sales uplift; and led Coles Express’ ‘Store of the future’
design concept.

Myer Holdings, Melbourne

CONCEPT DESIGN MANAGER
June 2017- February 2020
(2 years 8 months)

As a Concept Design Manager, Andrew led external creative projects to enhance
and transform the shopping experience for 65 Myer stores Australia-wide. He was
responsible for creating unique design solutions for conceptual, developmental,
stakeholder engagement and procurement needs. Working alongside Myer’s
project and category managers, he ensured all store development projects were
delivered on time and within budget. As a Concept Design Manager, Andrew
translated information from different stakeholders into safe, functional and
creative design suites to enhance customers’ shopping experiences. Andrew
also managed internal and external stakeholders and consultants, shopfitters and
contractors to effectively communicate each projects’ progress and ensure all
designs were aligned with the Company strategy and to ensure project outcomes
were achieved.
Key achievements: Led the ‘Myer Beauty Emporium’ design and development
project across 10 stores nationwide that achieved revenue growth in the beauty
category; Led the ‘Marcs’ and ‘David Lawrence’ retail experience upgrade;
Led the design of four Myer owned menswear brands (Kenji, Blaq, Reserve &
Maddox) for 26 stores; Led the conceptual design for a new Intimates and Home
department; and co-designed the Myer Sydney flagship transformation.

Gridserve, London

HEAD DESIGNER
May 2016- June 2017
(1 year)

May 2015- May 2016
(1 year)

Key clients: Microsoft, Dell, Carpoly China, Telekom Malaysia; Asian Paint India;
Visa; Ooredoo; and All Good China

Shaun Clarkson Interior Design,
London

CREATIVE LEAD

March 2013- May 2015
(2 years 2 months)

In Andrew’s role as a Design Team Leader, he responsible to design and deliver
bold brand experiences that capture the imagination and retain the brand loyalty
in an omni-channel world. Working in a multidisciplinary creative environment,
including both retail and hospitality industries, Andrew helped clients build a
distinct branded experience. Andrew led a team of four designers, copywriters
and additional external consultants on multiple brand activation projects globally
for Pernod Ricard. A key outcome of the brand activation work was to shed more
light on the respective roles of each brand and to identify which new touchpoints
and opportunities to leverage for distinct brand positioning that attracts a wider
audience. Within this role, andrew provided high-level creative and art direction,
technical architectural details and manufacturing across all design and build
projects.
Key clients: Pernod Ricard GB (The Absolut Company, Chivas, Perrier Jouët, &
Pernod Absinthe); Selfridges; Harvey Nichols; Pitfield London; Prime Burger; Clink
78; & The Box London

The Honest Group, London

SENIOR DESIGNER

December 2011- March 2013
(1 year 3 months)

The mission of The Honest Group was to lead clients’ brand activation with
immersive experiential events. Working closely with client manager and producers,
Andrew’s role was to deliver a fun and unforgettable branded activation. In his role,
Andrew concetualised and developed events and experiences that were in-line
with the brands’ strategy and worked closely to identify marketing KPI’s for each
story that The Honest Group told, whilst supporting the development strategy
that is imperative to drive results. With Andrew’s multilingual expertise in both
Cantonese and Mandarin, he led the overseas design and development tasks
and worked on several design-led branding projects with offshore and onshore
manufacturers to deliver bespoke designs for diverse international brands.
Key clients: Quintessentially London; Omega; Converse; Temperley London;
Cîroc; Ketel One Vodka, Smirnoff; Johnny Walker Gold Label; Don Julio Tequila;
Remy Martin; Gordon’s Gin; Ron Zacapa; Schweppes; Zeo; & Bloomsbury
Bloomsbur

Led the company’s’ design and creative direction for all product presentation
and visual communication. Working alongside the CEO, Andrew led on the cocreation of a meaningful communication strategy for the Grid serve that leverages
the latest digital technologies to present the brand’s message. Responsible for
Gridserve digital art direction, product development and presentation, brand
identity and creative marketing. Co-led all design-related solutions working across
multiple design platforms to solve business problems and grow brand awareness.
Key achievements: Creative lead on the digital experience (Web, mobile interface
and visual identity) to introduce Gridserve clean energy products (Electric vehicle
solutions, grid power and remote power); Designed and developed new product
presentation (Virtual reality experience) for Remote Power solutions; and led all
physical and digital visual communications.

Based in Landor & Fitch Singapore, Andrew worked with diverse global clients and
suppliers on end-to-end collaborations to co-create consumer-led journeys that
evolve the retail experience and help brands understand how they can connect
with consumers meaningfully. Working closely with the client service and strategy
team, Andrew worked in collaboration to crystalise the existing data to frame the
opportunity and consider key forces of change through physical, human and digital
touchpoints creatively. Andrew’s role at Landor and Fitch was to creatively lead on
spatial and visual communication design for retail and commercial businesses to
improve brand experience and understand diverse customers’ decision journies.
As a senior designer, Andrew co-created customer journies with distinct touch
points and crafted meaningful spatial experiences according to the client’s product
and brand omni-channel business strategy.

Sacha and Tan Architects, K.L.

INTERIOR ARCHITECT,
DEPARTMENT LEAD
July 2008- July 2011 (3 years)

As an Interior Architect for STA, Andrew managed and executed a variety of
interior design and visual communication projects from concept to completion
including retail; hospitality; residential; and workspace design. Working alongside
the architectural team, Andrew led the spatial design work by focusing on creating
quality meaningful spatial experiences within clients’ budget.
Key clients: Padini Group; Meatworks; 33 Singapore; Bolton; Bordeaux Wines
China; The Health Circle; Hong Leong Bank; Crabtree & Evelyn; & Caltex

EDUCATION

CREATIVE &
SOCIAL ENGAGEMENTS

D&I REPRESENTATIVE
January 2020- Current

Extreality Design

FOUNDER

January 2020- Current

Adobe Australia

CREATIVE AMBASSADOR

Team representative for Coles Express Diversity & Inclusion working group. Cocreated all D&I initiatives to foster a better workspace and customer experience
that works to achieve the Coles Express Sustainability roadmap and corporate
strategy of ‘Better Together’. Andrew also represents Coles Express through
actively participating in the ‘InterRetail’ working group which aims to be a visible
network of retailer employees who inspire and drive positive social change for
LGBTQ+ communities.
Andrew founded XRealityDesign to create immersive and engaging creative
presentation platform using Virtual Reality (VR), Mixed Reality (MR) and Extended
Reality (XR). This design service provides a creative and collaborative platform to
present designs and ideas with an engaging visual interface that enhances the
creative experience. XRealityDesign brings passionate creatives and designers
together to provide clients with an engaging platform to experience their design
ideas regardless of physical location. This service allows concepts and design to
be experienced at 1:1 scale to truly understand the spatial experience, without the
hefty cost of coding and custom programming.
Andrew is a creative leader contributing and sharing best practices for integrating Adobe
creative solutions within the creative community. In the role of Creative Ambassador,
Andrew leads onsite and virtual creative workshops to build creative skills within
organisations using the latest Adobe Creative Cloud tools and sharing best practices
for integrating Adobe solutions. Andrew benefits from an ongoing creative upskill and
design community connections within the creative community worldwide.

M.A. DESIGN AND BRANDING STRATEGY
Brunel University London, United Kingdom, 2011

B.A. (HONS) INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN
Nottingham Trent University, Nottingham, United Kingdom, 2005

FOUNDATION CERTIFICATE IN ART AND DESIGN
Nottingham Trent University, Nottingham, United Kingdom, 2004

LANGUAGES

English, Cantonese, Mandarin, Malay

PRO BONO
Brand Identity design

Violence Prevention Australia

www.violencepreventionaustralia.com
Campaign graphic and

Australian Literacy Educators’ Association

event branding design

www.alea.edu.au

January 2019- Current

Proposed new brand identity to

James Cook University, Townsville

Sessional lecturer and tutor for the College of Arts, Society and Education in
the department of Arts & Creative Media. Teaching Visual Communication and
Creativity and Interactive Design in the undergraduate Bachelor of Creative Arts
and Media in Design.

Bridges Across Borders South East Asia

enhance fundraising capacity

Community Legal Education Initiative
(BABSEACLE)

www.babseacle.org
Brand Identity design

SESSIONAL LECTURER

College of Arts, Society and Education

for business pitch

Andrew was invited to deliver a few workshops around Australia as an Industry
Expert for Torrens University business school to share his creative journey and
entrepreneurial experience.

James Cook University Australia

www.jcu.edu.au/college-of-arts-society-and-education
Journal article cover design

Digital Culture and Education (DCE)

www.digitalcultureandeducation.com

Torrens University, Adelaide

INDUSTRY EXPERT

Identity and website design to

It’s Humanity Foundation Bangladesh

www.itshumanity.org

enhance fundraising capacity
Identity design

Kusuma Foundation for UDBHAV

www.kusumafoundation.in

GRAPHIC
Photoshop
Illustrator
InDesign
Lightroom

AUDIO/ VIDEO

Manual and digital sketches
Manual architectural drafting
On- scale model making
Photography and editing

Adobe
Adobe
Adobe
Adobe

Adobe Premiere Pro
Adobe Audition

CAD

3D DESIGN

VR/ AR/ MR

AutoDesk AutoCAD
AutoDesk Revit
VectorWorks

AutoDesk 3D Studio Max
V-Ray 3.0
KeyShot Pro
Google SketchUp

Virtual Reality Showcase
Mixed Reality Experience
Web based MR Experience
Augmented Reality

Brand Identity refinement, name card

Topsy Foundation U.K.

www.topsyfoundation.org.uk

and website design
Identity design

P

P

PLAYFUL PEDAGOGY

Graphic and infographic design

Playful Pedagogy

www.playful-pedagogy.org
South Australia’s Department of Education
and Child Development (DECD)

www.decd.sa.gov.au
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Identity design
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DESIGN SOFT SKILLS

U.K. Society of Chinese Lawyers

www.ukscl.org

RETAIL
COLES EXPRESS

Create and design new store format and solutions to enhance consumers’ shopping

NEW CONCEPT STORE

experiences at Coles Express. The base scope for stores will include painting of walls
and ceilings to a modern colour palette, LED light installation, updating point of sale

AUSTRALIA NATIONWIDE

messaging, changing fixtures and executing a merchandising relay to reflect an updated
store flow and championing of hero product categories.
04

01 Oakleigh, Victoria Coles Express
02 Store fixture redesign
03 Coffee concept implementation
01

04 Design elements overview

02

05 New store format design guidelines

03

05

RETAIL
COLES EXPRESS

Design and execute new look-and-feel of Coles Express coffee experience targeting on-

URBAN COFFEE CULTURE

the-go consumers. Working with the range, marketing and construction teams to plan
and provide the best solution for the business. Each component of the coffee Iskand

AUSTRALIA NATIONWIDE

is completely flexible and able to adapt to the available space. The modular concept
will be constructed and installed throughout Coles Express’ 700+ outlets nationwide.

02

03

05
01 Modular coffee island concept
02 Small coffee wall concept
03 Large coffee wall concept
04 Coffee Island merchandise
& marketing message planning
05 Large coffee island
06 Medium coffee island

01

04

06

RETAIL
MYER ESSENTIAL

T he design concept was to create a dynamic and innovative cosmetics ‘experience spot’
for top brands to present their best products within a strong overarching destination.

AUSTRALIA NATIONWIDE

This is complemented by quintessential ‘must-have’ spots, make-up stations, and ‘tryme zones. It is a place to be spoilt as well as an event and launchpad for the latest in
beauty, bringing innovative brands and constant activity. The scheme is cutting-edge
and contemporary but with a twist. Classic industrial style structure, playing with the
idea of classic glamour.
01

01
02

01
01

Cosmetics destination

01

Concession guidelines

02

Merchandise strategy

02

Modular system

03

Wall modules

03

Gondola design

03

03

02

RETAIL
DAVID LAWRENCE

RETAIL
Refine David Lawrence’s current fixture suite design to improve overall circulation with

MARCS

the aim to deliver streamlined and cutting-edge customer journey through new and
AUSTRALIA NATIONWIDE

01

Nationwide fixture suite design with new material and signature detail. The objective
was to create a contemporary version to the traditional luxury look that Marcs presents

unique fixture design.

AUSTRALIA NATIONWIDE

01 Fixtures line up

01

Front elevation

02 Fixture details

02

Fixture line up

03 Interior visualisation

03

Interior visualisation

02

02

03

03

today, and establishing a younger and refreshed ‘tone of voice’ for the brand.

01

RETAIL
To introduce a self-contained home decor

MYER HOME DECOR

department

concept

that

encapsulates

the essence of what is new and fun

AUSTRALIA NATIONWIDE

with the Myer customer at the core.
Almost

all

fixtures

were

designed

in

modules, forming a destination of its
own.

The

offer

integrates

Home

and

decoration/ accessories introducing subtle
differentiation between categories in terms
of presentation and materiality, in order to
make a clear visual statement. The fixture
suite introduces pauses and ‘moments’
where the curated offer comes to life,
supporting the strength of the product
groups and categories.

01
01

01

Modular table and plinths

01

Cart design

02

Flexible stepped table display

02

Modular curve frame

03

Fixture components

03

3D rendering for modular curve frame

03

02

03

02

RETAIL
MYER INTIMATES

03
Our design for these areas was consistent with the new Myer approach to luxury, and

01- 05 Intimates fixture design.

its new daring style and image. The objective was to establish a radically different
AUSTRALIA NATIONWIDE

display design for the department with more contemporary femininity. The sense of
curve and femininity to be heightened, but always keeping a restrained glamorous
presence, never over opulent but always imaginative and surprising.

01

Conceptual sketches

02

Visualisation

04

01

01

02

02

05

RETAIL
ALLGOOD SUPERMARKET

To create a new supermarket brand that is all about fresh, healthy and safe produce
for T ianHe – a supermarket and department store operator in southern China. The

CHINA

new brand needs to appeal to middle class customers and the stores will feature
quality, affordable products in a premium environment. Storytelling also helped bring
the brand to life, providing consumers with product origin and freshness information,
health benefits and advice, recipe ideas, and serving suggestions.

04
05

01
02

03

01

Interactions

02

Entrance and waiting zone

03

Visual merchandise

04

Visual communications

05

Curated products display

RETAIL
DELL EXPERIENCE STORE

This modular and scalable point-of-sale marketing allows retailers to modify the system
to suit their needs, while at the same time conveying the Dell brand message in a

CHINA

consistent manner. Starting with a style guide and fixturing system specifically designed
for retail environments, we positively affect the Dell brand – from the shop-in-shops to
in-store fixture solutions, down to the 2x2 area around the product.

01

03

02

04

05

01

Experience store (Previous page)

02

Entrance (Previous page)

03

Interactive zone

04

Product display strategy

05

‘Alienware’ product showcase

RETAIL
TELEKOM MALAYSIA

Retail design specialising in omnichannel customer journey with planning, digital
experiences, retail product display and translating new brand expression for UNIFI. New

MALAYSIA NATIONWIDE

design concept and experiences are required for TM that can be easily cascaded through
their various retail tiers to deliver a consistent brand experience across Malaysia.

01

04

02

01

Payment experience

02

Merchandise integration

03

Entrance interactions

04

Conceptual shape and form studies

03

Customer experience design for Telekom , Malaysia

EXPERIENCE DESIGN
CARPOLY CONCEPT STORE

Carpoly Home Decoration experience show room opened in January, with over 6000
colour chips, 3 AR studios, and artistic paint studio, its created to inspire confidence

CHINA

in colour. Located in the heart of the city of Wenzhou, the experience centre has been
designed to accommodate both Professions and consumers, by offering ‘2 Routes’
Each defined by the mind state of the consumer.

01

02

02
03

01

Entrance

02

Colour chips wall

03

Colour experience kiosk

04

Wayfinding

05

Facade design

06

Paint experience zones

04

01

Interactive entrance

02

Main ‘Design Studio’ space

03

A co-workspace

04

‘Paintbox’ for paint testing

05
06

EXPERIENCE DESIGN
OMEGA HOUSE

2012 London Olympics event design for Omega House. Each space designed to feature
Omega’s finest watch collections. The intimate residential approach was balanced with

LONDON

the futuristic rigour and technology which represents OMEGA signature collections. The
Omega House is the perfect environment to communicate the innovation and the quality
of Omega in a dreamlike, futuristic and relaxing ambiance.

01

Sketches

02

The Constellation Room

03

The Seamaster Room

04

The lounge

05

The Speedmaster Room

01

03

02

04

05

EXPERIENCE DESIGN
ABSOLUT VODKA

The project connects the brand to the consumers and delivers the brand influences

GLOBAL BRAND ASSETS

through design. Design elements include interior architecture, on-trade, product design
and customer journey. All Absolut customer journeys have been carefully studied and

WORLDWIDE

tailored to be delivered to global markets.

01

01

02

03

02

03

01

The Absolut Company Statement, Amsterdam

01

The brand glorifier

02

The Absolut Experience, Seoul

02

Wall art installation

03

Absolut beach activation, Luanda

03

Product feature

EXPERIENCE DESIGN
ABSOLUT ELYX

Absolut Elyx was designed to feature Pernod Ricard’s ultra premium handcrafted vodka.

GLOBAL BRAND ASSETS

The design project includes vintage artifacts sourcing, lighting design, furniture design

WORLDWIDE

Left:

and garment design for the brand. We explored a ‘cabinet of curiosities’ approach to

01

The Absolut Elyx trailer in the woods, Åhus

display Absolut Elyx’s extensive library of ingredients to encourage exploration.

02

The Absolut Elyx travel bar, Åhus

03

Absolut Elyx lighting design, London

04

Absolut Elyx furniture design, London

01
02

03

04

Drinking ritual and brand experience for Absolut Elyx

EXPERIENCE DESIGN
VISA INNOVATION LAB

Creation of a collaborative space where Visa and their partners can discover, design
and develop the future of commerce. The aim of the project was to engage visitors in

SINGAPORE

a dialogue around the changing world of payment and commerce. W ith the Innovation
Centre in Singapore, we created a space with the objectives to broaden awareness,
facilitate the development cycle and stimulate the next generation of payment solutions.

01
02

03

01

Creative problem-solving table

02

Collaborative brainstorm cubes

03

Collaborative zone with connected tuk-tuk experience

Visa lab - Demonstrating the impact of Visa
new digital payments experiences.

EXPERIENCE DESIGN
A playground of colour that allows consumers to experience what colour can do for

ASIAN PAINT

their home with an editorial approach. It offers a personalised colour solution for each
and every customer that connects to the wider network of paint stores and services. A

INDIA

dramatic lighting installation is designed to engage customers emotionally at the start
of their journey by switching off the consumers anxiety around the category. Consumers
play and learn how colour impacts the home before being inspired. They are reassured
around their key barriers such as how lighting affects colour, space and moods.

01
02

Inspired by Holi, the Indian festival of colour, customers are
invited to ‘step on a colour’ – their decision alters the colour of
the cloud and of the entire store façade.

03

01

Façadedesign

02

Colour visualisation

03

3D colour blocks

EXPERIENCE DESIGN
THE MACALLAN TRAVEL RETAIL

The design brief was o create The Macallan retail experience for the distillery guests
and travelling consumers, making it distinctive, meaningful and available. Through

TAIWAN

a number of detailed design elements and interactive digital installations, travellers
are taken on a journey of discovery and exploration, giving them unique insights to
customise their own drinks.

04
05

01
02

03

01

Interactive customisation

02

Storytelling by wood cask displays

03

A dedicated space for personalisation

04

Retail implementation (Next page)

05

Tasting zone (Next page)

EXPERIENCE DESIGN

EXPERIENCE

HOSTEL DESIGN

Lub’d offers the very best in super-social, tech-savvy and ultra-comfy luxury hostels

Pop-up activation, space planning and visual merchandising for Gordon’s Gin. The space

GORDON’S GIN

LUB’D

for millennial travellers. This youth hostel encourages social interactions and defines a

provides a dynamic, vibrant environment to disrupt expectations and communicate a

CORONATION FESTIVAL

distinctive social culture through unique experience signatures.

more contemporary aspect of the brand relevant to millennials.

THAILAND NATIONWIDE

LONDON

01

01

02

03

02

03

Social zone

01

Interior

02

Interactions

02

Brand asset display

03

Shared accommodation

03

Brand asset display

01

EXPERIENCE DESIGN
DISHOOM POP-UP

The design sees disregarded materials, furnishing and decorations ‘up-cycled’ and
given a new lease of life. Freight pallets with a sunset wash of reds, oranges and

SOUTHBANK LONDON

yellows clad the outside of the building whilst reclaimed railway sleepers form bench
seating on the alfresco terrace.

01
02

03
03

04

05

01

Colour statement

02

Facade

03

Story wall

04

Recycled wall feature

05

Entrance walkway

VIRTUAL REALITY
VR / AT / MR DESIGN

Aimed to bring designs to life in extended reality (Virtual/ Augmented/ Mixed Reality)

CONSULTANCY

affordably. W ith VR/ AR/ XR we present designs in 3D regardless of physical location,
and enable users to experience the design at an understandable scale. W ithout the

WWW.EXTREALITYDESIGN.COM

heavy cost of coding and custom programming, Extrealitydesign.com creates and
brings virtual prototype to life in a rapid cost-effective way.

03

01

Virtual Reality presentation for Myer

02

Virtual Reality presentation for Myer

03

Augmented Reality product showcase

04

3D design optimisation for AR/ VR/ MR

01
02

03

04

PRODUCT
SELFRIDGES

PRODUCT
Bespoke furniture and interior decor for Selfridges Christmas Store, London. Eclectic

DIAGEO

LONDON

unconventional Christmas gift ideas to provide a spark to every interior.

Create an ‘out of the box’ luxury drinks ritual to animate the product experience and
enhance consumer’s first and last impressions of the brand. The indulgence and

customised products featuring craftsmanship. The collection was featured as chic and
LONDON

simplicity of each brand’s offer worked perfectly to fulfil this objective.

03

01
02
04

05

01

Ron Zacapa dessert board

02

Cîroc infinity coffee table

03

Gordon x Temperley glassware

04

Ketel One Vodka barman kit

05

Cîroc Le Bol ice bucket

VISUAL COMMUNICATION
SENSORI+ VISUAL IDENTITY

A simple ambition – held by a group of young nature lovers and health advocates, made
possible by exclusive green technology – to improve human wellbeing by healing the

MELBOURNE

air we breathe. Together the logo and typography create an identity that straddles the
clean and new, bringing fresh vibrancy to the brand.

Visual Identity for Sensori + limited edition -CRL 5155- , Australia
“In terms of packaging, the orange colour was a key link to the latest collection. I also added the knit print on top as
a strong element of our branding and emphasised this more with the knit pouch offered with the product. I wanted
the customers to feel that they were really getting our brand when they purchased this product, not just any other
Sensori+ mist. This design felt authentic to both of us.” - Chris Ran Lin, Fashion Designer.

01

Product packaging

02

Promotional graphics

03

Product details

01
03

02

VISUAL COMMUNICATION
SENSORI+ VISUAL IDENTITY

Sensori+ seeks to improve wellbeing by restoring the air in urban spaces to its purest
form. In doing so, it conjures the ether of Australia’s most natural environments. The

MELBOURNE

graphics aim to transport the consumer to Australia’s pristine nature preserves by
capturing the essence of the environment.

03
04
01

Art direction and
product packaging design

02

Product packaging

03

Collaboration packaging

04

Product presentation
creative direction

01

02

VISUAL COMMUNICATION
FOREO OCEANIA

FOREO is a wildly creative Swedish beauty-tech brand created to provide every beauty

VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS

lover in the world with products that actually work. Artworks and visuals were created
to celebrate integrity in humans, businesses and technology. Vibrant colourful elements

AUSTRALIA &

are combined to create fun high energy graphics and visuals.

NEW ZEALAND

01

Art direction and

02

Custom graphics and

events graphics
patterns for the Oceania market
Visual merchandising

04

Web animated banners

messaging (In English & Chinese)

01
03
02

03

04

and call-to-action strategy

VISUAL COMMUNICATION
FOREO OCEANIA

FOREO is pretty much the opposite of the standard, blasé, cookie-cutter beauty

VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS

company. The campaign graphics and function communications for the new HERO
products, LUNA 3, LUNA FOFO & UFO, highlight the aesthetic of athletic beauty.

AUSTRALIA &

Working with assets from global headquarters, the campaign creates effective visual

NEW ZEALAND

communications for all point of sales.

01

02

01

Art direction and marketing material creation

02

Product feature visual communication

03

Activation artwork for Sephora

03

VISUAL COMMUNICATION
HISHER VISUAL IDENTITY

02
Visual identity and product development and design for Australia’s first genderneutral beauty brand. A neutral colour palette combined with a few ambiguous shapes

MELBOURNE

represents the gender fluidity definition of the brand.

01

01

Brand guidelines

02

Content of the brand guidelines

VISUAL COMMUNICATION
HISHER VISUAL IDENTITY

A combination of soft and pastel neutral colour palette, the product packaging was
developed to represent both masculine and feminine sides of the brand.

MELBOURNE

I DO ME.

01
02

PHILOSOPHY

SCIENCE

HISHER is Australia’s ﬁrst gender neutral
beauty brand! Born in MelbourneAustralia HISHER is the masterpiece of a
few innovative renowned minds! A
perfect blend of Make Up Artists,
Designers and Scientists whom all shared
the same passion! Beauty for all people
with no judgment.

The health and wellbeing of your skin
matters! Thirsty skin? Our hydra blast
booster is packed with hyaluronic acid to
visibly plump and brighten your
complexion. Did you know hyaluronic acid
can hold up to 1,000 times its weight in
water to deliver long-lasting moisture and
plumping. The seaweed extract will
protect, hydrate and detoxify your skin.

HISHER oﬀers unique and innovative
formulas crafted with an unparallel
obsession with the highest performance
to satisfy the most demanding make up
artist yet being so easy to apply that
anyone would enjoy the experience.
HISHER combines the power of the most
precious skincare ingredients with the
carefully crafted makeup formulas
bringing together the wellness and beauty
we all deserve to enjoy.

Serum Infused
Long Wear Foundation

HYDRA BLAST
BOOSTER
+ H Y A LU RO N I C A C I D 2 %
& SE A WE E D E X T RA C T

SPF 5 0 /
PA + + +

3 . 1 F L. O Z . /1 0 0 m l

HIS
HERS
THEIRS
OURS.

04

03

01

Colour palette creation

02

Visual Identity

03

Visual Identity

04

Packaging design

05

3D product visualisation & exploration
05

VISUAL COMMUNICATION
FUSCHIA BRANDS

Fuchsia brands brings a collective of coveted premium brands to the Australian and

VISUAL IDENTITY

APAC market. The visual identity design was created to reflect a point of difference and
the unique elements that the brand brings to the consumers.

MELBOURNE

01

Iconography

02

Name card

01
02

VISUAL COMMUNICATION
GRIDSERVE VISUAL IDENTITY

Gridserve is a tech-enabled international sustainable energy business. The company
develops, builds, owns and operates solar energy and battery storage hybrid solutions

LONDON

for critical power infrastructure. The design identity has been created to support the
strategic ambitions of the company’s energy solution, and elevate the overall service
characteristics: dependable, low cost, and clean energy.

01

02

04

03

05

01

Namecards

02

UX design for control panel

03

Marketing collateral

04

UX design for mobile app

05

Web design

VISUAL COMMUNICATION
LELO ADVERT &PACKAGING

LELO products are designed with high end intimacy in mind; customers will adore the
unique range of personal massagers, pleasure objects, sensual oils and incredible silk

MELBOURNE

apparel on offer from this first class Swedish brand.

01

03

02
01

Packaging design

02

Packaging design

03

Billboard advertisement

VISUAL COMMUNICATION
ESSENTIALS VISUAL IDENTITY

Essentials started with a vision of connecting food creators to good ingredients. Backed
with 60 years of extensive experience in the food service industry, it’s no secret that the

IPOH MALAYSIA

brand is very passionate about encapsulating good ingredients. The visual identity aims
to represent the elements of quality ingredients and build a connection to its customers
while creating a sense of community.

03

01

02

01

Visual Identity

04

Logo application

02

Visual Identity

05

List of products

03

Logo

04

05

VISUAL COMMUNICATION
ESSENTIALS VISUAL IDENTITY

There is something wonderful about cooking and baking. Creative thoughts emerge
when flipping through recipe books and Essential’s vibrant colour and cute graphic

IPOH MALAYSIA

elements help amplify the brands bold and creative expression.

03
04

01
02

01

Online store development

02

Email & Stationary design

03

Iconography design

04

Stationary design

VISUAL COMMUNICATION
YEOP! VISUAL IDENTITY

Mr Chong, established Yeop! in Ipoh, Perak Malaysia in 1990 with a vision to provide
delicious coffee and tea to Chinese, Malay and Indian coffee shops, restaurants, cafes,

IPOH MALAYSIA

convenience stores and Hawker stalls across Ipoh. 30 years later, Chong’s goal is to
provide Yeop! coffee and tea across Malaysia and the globe, to bring you the best tea
and coffee drinking experience possible. The creative brief was to create a confident
yet modern look and feel for the traditional brand.

03

01
02

01

Visual Identity

02

Packaging design

03

Stationary

04

Product details
and information layout

05

Web development
04

05

VISUAL COMMUNICATION
EU YAN SANG

The pop-up features immersive touch points that inspire and educate tech-savvy

POP UP

millennials on the marvels of traditional Chinese medicine. Guests may acquire “FourTune Cards” that share remedies for hangovers and other health issues common in

SINGAPORE

the modern age. Encouraging audience participation, visitors are invited to share their
dream natural remedy in a suggestion box.

04
05

01
02

03

01

‘Four Tune Cards’

02

Feature wall

03

Product displays

04

Signage graphics (Right)

05

Entrance (Right)

VISUAL COMMUNICATION
WAH SENG 1986
IPOH MALAYSIA

VISUAL COMMUNICATION
Modernised packaging design for a traditional Malaysian food vendor. Wah Seng desired

Private packaging concept design for a luxury tea brand. This design aims to cut

to keep its original sketched logo from the 1980’s, so a strong olive green and cream

through the clutter and disconnect of typical tea packaging to create awareness and

background was used to maintain the luxuriousness of the brand, but compliment it

educate consumers through modern and exciting packaging.

YONG TAI ZHAI
LONDON

with an artistic impression of ‘flour’.

03

01

Flour packaging design

01

Tea packaging

02

Ingredients layout

02
01

Visual Identity
Lounge

03

Visual Identity

02

Private room

01
02
01
02

VISUAL COMMUNICATION
DON JULIO TEQUILA
LONDON

VISUAL COMMUNICATION
An invitation designed for Don Julio Tequila’s celebration for the Day of the Dead

Convox Studio tablewares are known for their strong geometry.

festival. Taking on the traditional elements of Mexican face painting and the brands’

clean, elegant layout that repeats the lines of the plates. The categories of the tableware

traditional diamond shape as a grid for the artwork’s layout.

are organised in eight thematic chapters and highlighted with different colours.

The Remy Martin invitation references the vibrancy of the brand’s graphics and extends
it into the key tasting notes. Artistic interpretation of fruits and sketched fruits gives a
hint of the season of the event.

01

02

01

Creative for Don Julio

02

Creative for Remy Martin Louis XIII

The book utilises a

NEW CONVOX
KUALA LUMPUR

AWARDS
& MEDIA

Gold design awards, winner of category of young designer

Home and Decor Magazine,

June ‘12, A' Design Awards, Como

Malaysia

August 2014
Top 12 young designers
April ‘12, Janine Stone Young Interior Designer Awards, London
Honorable mentioned
July ‘09, London International Creative Competition (LICC), London
Finalist, design and industry excellence
July ‘09, Malaysia Interior Design Awards 2009, Kuala Lumpur
In-book award, public environment design
June ‘09, D&AD Student Awards 2009, London
First prize, interior design category
February ‘09, International Design Awards (IDA), Los Angeles
Creative Home Magazine,
Outstanding design
February ‘09, Extraterrestrial Design Contest 2008, Hong Kong

Malaysia

September 2013

Outstanding award for spatial design
November ‘09, 4th Sino Chinese Interior Design Awards 2008, Shanghai
Finalist
November ‘08, Nippon Young Designers Awards, Kuala Lumpur
Honourable mention
November ‘08, MSID Annual Design Review, Kuala Lumpur
Creative performance award
December ‘07, MSID Duabelas Student Design Competition 2007, Kuala Lumpur
Young designer idol

Men’s Uno Magazine,

September ‘06, MSID Duabelas Student Design Competition 2006, Kuala Lumpur

Malaysia

April 2011

WEBSITE
www.andrewchongdesign.com

EMAIL
andrewchongdesign@gmail..com

Member of:

W inner of:

IDA
DESIGN
AWARDS

